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Architecture MN  Wins  
Four Minnesota Magazine  
& Publishing Association  
2015 Excellence Awards  
 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN Architecture MN won four 
awards at the 19th annual Minnesota Magazine & 
Publishing Association’s Excellence Awards, held 
November 12 in Minneapolis. The following 
awards were all in the publication category of 
General Interest Under 60,000 Circulation: 

 
• Gold in Overall Design 
• Gold in Cover Design (Jan/Feb 15, shown above) 
• Silver in Overall Excellence 
• Silver in Profile Article (“Design Partners,” May/Jun 15) 

 
The judges made the following comments in giving the magazine the top honor in 
Overall Design: “Architecture MN demonstrates clean, modern design with strong 
visual and typographical elements. Well thought out feature composition and 
departments.” For the Gold award in Cover Design, the judges remarked that 
Architecture MN’s “clean, slim font follows the lines of the image and compliments 
the arch in the photo. That the type is set up like a building and it features a nice 
photo with movement.” Architecture MN’s editor is Chris Hudson, and its design 
firm is Tilka Design. 
 
About Architecture MN  
Architecture MN, the primary public outreach tool of the American Institute of 
Architects Minnesota, is published bimonthly to inform the public about architecture 
designed by AIA Minnesota members and to communicate the spirit and value of 
quality architecture to both the public and the membership. For more information, 
visit architecturemn.com. 
 
  



 

The Excellence Awards 
The Minnesota Magazine & Publishing Association’s Excellence Awards recognize 
and foster outstanding publishing achievements. This competition includes 
categories in the areas of editorial, design, marketing, digital publishing, and overall 
excellence. The judges for the competition are from all aspects of the publishing 
industry. 
 
About MMPA 
The Minnesota Magazine & Publishing Association was founded in 1995 to enhance 
the knowledge, image, communication, professional performance, and financial 
growth of magazine publishers. Members include publishers, associates or vendors, 
freelancers, educational institutions, and sponsors. For more information, visit 
www.mmpa.net. 
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